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A
Non‐rigid dynamical objects are common in our day to day life. Some examples include waves rippling on the surface of a lake, a flag
flu ering in the wind, a moving person, etc. The categoriza on of videos of such scenes is incredibly challenging, because their ap‐
pearance constantly changes as a func on of me. Most exis ng video categoriza on algorithms are not useful for such objects as
they either consider the object to be rigid or do not account for changes in scale, illumina on and viewpoint.
In this talk, I will describe our recent work on modeling, segmenta on and categoriza on of video sequences of non‐rigid dynamical
objects. We model the video as the output of a linear dynamical system and use features extracted from the model parameters to
perform both segmenta on and categoriza on of non‐rigid dynamical objects with invariance to changes in scale, illumina on and
viewpoint. We demonstrate the performance of our categoriza on algorithms on several datasets and show that it outperforms the
state of the art.
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